Highlights from this Month’s News

Robert Gillett, Editor

In this month’s edition, look for news, ideas and trends like these:







Taking the initiative
What cities can do
Microgrids, too
What’s new in the zoo
Slideshares to review

Celebrating Our Renewing Corporate Members:
SUSTAINING MEMBER
POLYTECHNIK
Weissenbach, Low Austria

Current Members
ADVANCED RESILIENT BIOCARBON LLC
AGRINOVA
AGRIPROTEIN

Mindful of the
challenges of future generations, Polytechnik accepts the
responsibility for a cleaner tomorrow, by making a contribution to
our society’s sustainable and renewable energy future.
Polytechnik achieves this by the design and provision of Biomass
fueled energy plants, with the highest efficiencies, economics,
and above all lowest emissions.

https://biomass.polytechnik.com/en/

ALL POWER LABS
AMERICA SEQUESTERS CO2, LLC
AMERICAN BIOCHAR COMPANY
APPLIED BIOMASS SOLUTIONS, LLC
AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND BIOCHAR
INITIATIVE INC. (ANZBI)
BEES SAS
BIOCARBON FORWARD
BLACKWOOD SOLUTIONS
CARBO CULTURE
CARBOFEX OY
CARBON GOLD LTD
CENIPALMA
CHAMPION WASTE & RECYCLING
SERVICES
CITY LIGHT CAPITAL
CONCORD BLUE ENERGY
COOL PLANET

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

SUMITOMO SHI FW
Varkaus, Pohjois-Savo, Finland
Sumitomo SHI FW is a world
leader in combustion and
steam generation
technology, bringing highvalue solutions to utilities, independent power generators,
municipalities and industrial clients. Our solutions expand beyond
fluidized bed technology, covering flue gas cleaning, carbon-free
oxyfuel combustion, gasification & pyrolysis, waste heat boilers
and a full spectrum of aftermarket services. We pride ourselves
in being able to cleanly and reliably convert the widest range of
low-quality fuels, solid waste materials and waste heat into
affordable power, heat, syngas and steam for our clients. Our
goal to provide sustainable energy solutions for all types of power
applications relies on the most talented people with the deepest
know-how and experience in the industry.
https://www.shi-fw.com/

American BioChar Company
Niles, Michigan

Current Members
CUMMINS, INC
EARTH SYSTEMS CONSULTING
ECOTOPIC AB
HUSK VENTURES SL
ICHAR ITALIAN BIOCHAR ASSOCIATION
INTERNATIONAL BIOREFINERIES, LLC
K&S INDUSTRIES
LENZ ENTERPRISES INC
LERCHENMUELLER CONSULTING
NATIONAL CARBON TECHNOLOGIES
NO FOSSIL FUEL, LLC / CLEAN POWER,
INC.
NORTH SUBURBAN TREE SERVICE, INC.
NORTHERN CALAMIAN FARMING INC.
NPO KITAKYU CLEAN ENVIRONMENT
OPLANDSKE BIOENERGI AS
OREGON BIOCHAR SOLUTIONS

POLYTECHNIK
PURE LIFE CARBON INC.
PYREG GMBH
RAINBOW BEE EATER PTY LTD

American BioChar Company
emerged from a collaborative
effort between its distributive
company, Plant Growth
Management Systems and its manufacturing partner, Waste To
Energy, Inc.

THOMAS CASTEN
ROI
SENECA FARMS BIOCHAR LLC
SLB GROUPE (CAMPOS VERDES, SYLVA
FERTILIS)
SOILTEST FARM CONSULTANTS
SON AMAR
SONNENERDE - KULTURERDEN GMBH

Since 1999, Mark Mann of Plant Growth Management Systems
has been working to improve urban soil and root conditions for
trees. He searched for quality fixed carbon and created
amendment protocols for turf, trees, landscape, and agriculture.

STANDARD BIO AS
SUMITOMO SHI FW
SYNCRAFT
T R MILES TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
THE TROLLWORKS

Our quality activated carbon is provided by James D. Murphy of
Waste To Energy, a company that has been providing USDA
Certified Biobased BioChar throughout the U.S for over 30 years.

WAKEFIELD AGRICULTURAL CARBON

Our Solution To Improving Soils Is VITAL Blend Soil
Amendment.

YORK REGION ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE

UPM UMWELT-PROJEKTMANAGEMENT GMBH
WEST BIOFUELS

The Science of CARBON is found in our combination of ACTIVE Carbon from the plant-derived
humate and FIXED Carbon from the activated biochar. The result of healthy soil communities is the
beauty of healthy plant development.

News of the Initiative
Transitioning the Chairman of the Board

IBI Vice Chair Tom Miles

For the past three years Tom Miles has worked tirelessly to build IBI
into a world class non-profit organization. Through countless one-onone conversations and traveling to speak around the world about the
growing biochar industry, Tom has inspired dozens of companies and
hundreds of individuals to support IBI’s efforts. As a Board and as an
industry, we thank him with deep gratitude for his boundless optimism,
decades of service to the biomass and biochar industry and are
delighted that he has agreed to stay on in the capacity as Vice Chair.
Tom has been and will continue to be the Chair of the US Biochar
Initiative.

Kathleen Draper, US Director for the Ithaka Institute, has been nominated as the new Chair. She has
been a member of the Board since 2016 and has led the IBI Biochar Webinar series for the past 3
years. In 2017 she initiated the first IBI Biochar Study tour which has now turned into an annual
event to showcase different commercial success stories within the biochar industry. In addition to her
IBI responsibilities, Kathleen has authored various biochar white papers,
written and edited articles for the Biochar Journal and co-authored the
recent book on non-agricultural uses of biochar “BURN: Using Fire to Cool
the Earth”. She provides education and consulting services related to
biochar both locally in Western NY and globally.
2020 IBI Board members: Lucia Brusegan (Italy), Kathleen Draper (US),
Claudia Kammann (Germany), Veronica Agodoa Kitti (Ghana), Harn Wei
Kua (Singapore), Brenton Ladd (Peru), Johannes Lehmann (US), Tom
Miles (US), Genxing Pan (China), Guy Reinaud (France), David Wayne
(UK – Board Treasurer). IBI is also supported by an Educational
Committee Chaired by Stephan Joseph, and a Science Committee
Chaired by Ellen Graber.

IBI Chair Kathleen Draper

Transitioning Board Members
We thank Bah Saho, the Program Officer for Renewable Energy and oversees the ECOWAS
Bioenergy Program, for his service to the Board for the past few years.
Our new Board representative from Africa is Veronica Agodoa Kitti from Ghana. Veronica is the
CEO of Alternative Sets of Assistance Initiative, Ghana and is a Fellow of Chartered Certified

Accountants (FCCA) UK and holds a Bachelor degree in Commerce
(Honours) from the University of Cape Coast, Ghana. She worked
extensively in poverty reduction, women economic empowerment,
agriculture and soil improvements, climate change mitigation and
community developments. She is responsible for facilitation and
Implementation of biochar research outcomes at the grassroots levels
(2009 to date) to reduce deforestation, increase food production, reduce
indoor and outdoor air pollution and mitigate climate change with fossil
Veronica Agodoa Kitti
fuel substitution and carbon storage. Veronica was involved in
coordinating project activities of Agricultural and Environmental Benefits of Biochar (BeBi) from 2009
to 2013 and BiocharPlus projects (2014 to January 2017) corporation projects of ACP Science and
Technology. She built capacities of stakeholders on biochar systems in Ghana and was coresponsible for project communications for stakeholders both in Ghana and Africa. She adapted the
Elsa biochar cook stoves for women use and train farmers in the use of biochar for soil amendment
in Ghana. She is a Member of the Steering Committee of the Africa Biochar Partnership for
promoting biochar systems in Africa and is currently implementing biochar systems for energy
access, land reclamation, climate smart agriculture and socio-economic development in Ghana.
Also joining the Board in January is Harn Wei Kua, PhD, an Associate Professor at National
University of Singapore and the Assistant Dean (Academic and Student Life), School of Design and
Environment. Harn Wei specializes in research focused on Biochar as a
“Well and Green” building material as well as the application of life cycle
sustainability assessment to evaluate building materials and buildings. He
has a PhD in sustainable building technology from MIT as well as two
Masters degrees; Civil & Environmental Engineering and Technology &
Policy also from MIT.
In addition to lecturing in Singapore, Harn Wei has had extensive
International Research Leadership experience, has received nearly 70
professional awards and honors and has been invited to provide talks and
presentations more than 60 times including one for the IBI Biochar
webinar series!

Harn Wei Kua

Volunteers
We could not be growing as an organization without the help of some outstanding volunteers
including Bob Gillett, the IBI Newsletter editor. If you have talents to donate to IBI that can help us
educate others about biochar, please let us know. We are especially interested in assistance with
social media, translations and information gathering related to biochar success stories.
COP25 Talks
At COP25, IBI and The Spanish Biochar Association organized talks by several speakers including
Berta Moya, Kathleen Draper, Genxing Pan, Lucia Brusegan, Carol Rius, Gabriel Gasco, Javier
Caracena and Christer Soderberg. The talks covered the state of the biochar industry, several

projects happening around the world, and a deep dive into activities in Spain. The slides of the
presentations are available to download in a single pdf from the IBI Members Only Home page.
Coming Up – More Education and Outreach
In December, IBI received a very generous donation from the Casten Family Foundation. (Tom
Casten is an IBI Sustaining Member).These funds will allow IBI to update and create new
educational materials and expand our outreach related to biochar at the international level. We are
most thankful for their generosity.

The Big Picture

Robert Gillett

IBI was well-represented at the latest UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP25 –
Madrid), handing out flyers and giving talks. We are growing more effective in our messaging with each
foray and anticipate that COP26 in Glasgow, Scotland will draw even more interest to our sublime
solution. Nevertheless, a common refrain from folks on the sidelines of this conference is that the slow
pace of progress by the Parties won’t get us there in time – it is up to all of us now to take the reins.
That sentiment is prompted more by the geopolitical environment than the physical one. We
know how to stave off this emergency, but change is hard. Knowledge is only half the battle. Who will
birth the required solutions into physical existence? Many, in fact, are making the attempt.
Most of the “solutions” supported by developed countries reflect the logjammed climate
discussions. Unproven and profligate technologies such as clean coal, direct air capture, and carbon
capture & sequestration are mostly unsustainable attempts to prolong the hydrocarbon bonanza of the
past century. We would hardly want those with their sights on even more egregious forms of
geoengineering to jump into action. Instead, the softer approach of Natural Climate Solutions must take
the lead. Propitiously, we are already seeing the emergence of such a movement.
The number of organizations dedicated to allied causes such as carbon farming and regenerative
agriculture has grown tremendously in the past year. For examples of such organizations that utilize
biochar, let us consider those who already support IBI through their membership. The York Region
Environmental Alliance is an Ontario-based non-profit seeking to form a regional biochar social
enterprise. Subscribe to their newsletter for useful and educational reading on environmental topics. Son
Amar in Mallorca, Spain is a pioneer among carbon-conscious dining establishments, processing leftovers
into biochar for organic gardening, reforestation, and even concrete! This, along with their many other
sustainability projects, will allow customers to truly enjoy the show. In Japan, the Kitakyushu Initiative for
a Clean Environment works with bamboo to make biochar for locally oriented urban projects targeting
waste minimization. Husk Ventures is a social enterprise with a mission to improve smallholders’
livelihoods by converting rice husk into biochar to build soil fertility, improve yields and sink carbon. They
linked arms with IBI at the COP side event and at the IBI Study Tour in Finland. Their YouTube channel
offers great ideas as well as updates on their work in Cambodia. Organizational IBI members also include
technology transfer organizations connected to academic institutions and several regional and national
biochar initiatives. We welcome member organizations of all sizes and geographic scales.
Despite the failure of established governments to treat climate change as the emergency that it is,
more and more people understand the urgency. Independent organizations are mobilizing. IBI is gaining
support and membership. Cities, states, and a few countries are going carbon neutral. All national leaders
must soon come to understand that it is within their purview, and now their mandate, to decide for the
well-being of not just their constituents, but the whole living Earth. Until then it will remain up to ‘We, the
People’, to take up the gauntlet and show them the way into a livable future.

Regional Briefs
North America
A patented portable rotary gasifier design is being commercialized for use in fuel management of
California forests. A grant of $1.6 million was also provided to SUNY/Cobbleskill by the EPA and the
Department of Defense for demonstration at a military base. The system can include a lightweight
turbine-generator and yield up to 30% biochar.
One winning project headed to the 2020 Navajo Nation Science Fair scheduled Feb. 27 at Red
Rock State Park in Church Rock, New Mexico is a pine charcoal air filter capable of reducing various sizes
of particulates.
Jason Mauck fills in row-cropping gaps with the help of biochar.
Congress has revised the rules for the $1.75 billion (FY20 appropriation) Environmental Quality
Incentives Program (EQIP). Public comments on the rules are admissible until February 17, 2020. Projects
eligible for funding through the state-administered programs include conservation practices that
sequester carbon or capture methane emissions and other greenhouse gases. The new rules expand the
EQIP purpose to include dealing with resource scarcity, weather volatility, and drought. The new rules
encourage streamlined and coordinated procedures between EQIP and the Conservation Stewardship
Program (CSP). They will also expand the Conservation Innovation Grant program (funded through EQIP)
to include opportunities for On-Farm Conservation Innovation Trails and Soil Health Demonstration Trials.
To reduce vehicle weight and embodied energy, Ford is building cars with headlamp housings and
possibly other interior and under-hood components made from a coffee chaff char/polypropylene
bioplastic material developed by the University of Guelph.
A cannabis grower in Washington is also selling the biochar he makes and uses.
A 9-page guide on flame cap kilns has been published by the Utah Cooperative Extension.
In 2020, Carbo Culture will start new pilots of supplying biochar to urban green roofs and cities in
California. They have published a free guide for cities that you can sign-up to download.
A hemp-fueled renewable energy microgrid in San Benito County, California will have a biochar
coproduct. A cannabis-growing operation with Golden Seed will get another microgrid and sites are
secured in Indiana, North Carolina, and Mexico for similar projects.
The San Juan Islands Conservation District in Washington will benefit from a $182,882 grant from
the state’s Forest Products Financial Assistance Program along with matching funds to build a wood
energy/biochar facility producing 2.6 GWh-yr-1.

Europe
Tierpark, Berlin is currently testing different methods of producing biochar and the use of
biochar for heat production, carbon sequestration, and gardening. Covering 160 hectares, the Tierpark is
one of the largest landscaped animal gardens in Europe. The production and use of biochar not only
closed off the residual biomass waste stream, but also significantly improved the zoo’s CO2 balance.
Gardening correspondent Fionnuala Fallon sees biochar becoming a mainstream soil
amendment for Irish gardens as we begin the 2020’s.

Southern Asia
In Pakistan, Abdul Wali Khan University held a two-day conference on biochar for climate-smart
agriculture.

Australia and the Pacific
A Tamworth company using a reactor made in China based on an open-source design by Dr.
Stephen Joseph and son, Ben has received EPA authorization to operate the first carbon-coated mineral
production plant in Australia.

Biochar-related opportunities, jobs, and education
The Keeling Curve Prize awards $25,000 to each of 10 projects designed to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions or increase their uptake. The 2020 Keeling Curve Prize application period closes on Feb. 1.
One of this year’s winners is apparently using carbon foam as the substrate for a metallic catalyst to
perform CO2 capture.
IBI Members can receive a $250 discount off the registration fee for the International Biomass
Conference and Expo being held in Nashville, Tennessee, February 3 – 5, 2020. Contact Brian Schorr for
the discount code. Early Bird Registration ends January 8.
USBI has shared more than 135 PowerPoint presentations from the last three Biochar conferences.
The Norwegian Institute of Bioeconomy Research department of Forest and Climate now has a vacant
position in Ås, Norway for a Postdoctoral fellow in Measurement, Reporting and Verification (MRV)
systems for biochar and large-scale biochar application scenarios. Deadline to apply is 12th January
2020.
Organizations aiming to contribute to their cities’ efforts at drawing down atmospheric carbon can look
to the Urban Drawdown Initiative to muster resources and support.
The Green Carbon Network has published Advanced Carbon Materials from Biomass: an Overview, a
free e-book with a dozen very current papers about biochar and its uses.

Calendar

4th E2S2-CREATE Biochar
Workshop. January 17, 2020
Singapore. Interested industrial
partners are welcome to give short
presentations.
http://biochar.chbe.nus.edu.sg/

CIGR 2020
Bio360
January 29 -30, 2020 Nantes, France.
Includes a biochar exhibit section plus
two days dedicated to biochar.

June 14 – 18, 2020 Quebec City,
Canada. Special Session: Biochar in
Agriculture : Engineering and
Environmental Prospects.
https://www.cigr2020.ca/en/program/
special-sessions
Photos by Unknown photographers
licensed under CC BY-SA

Compost 2020
January 28 -31, 2020 Charleston, SC.
US Composting Council conference will
include a Tuesday afternoon workshop
on the synergies of biochar and
compost.
https://compostconference.com/

ICBSEE 2020
March 5 – 7, 2020, Rourkela, Odisha,
India.
2nd International Conference on
Bioprocess for Sustainable
Environment and Energy
http://www.icbsee.com/

New Research
Here are some of the papers authored by IBI members out of over 300 articles included in the latest monthly
list available on your IBI Member homepage. The full list contains topical emphasis, selected excerpts from
abstracts, and are grouped by subject to make it easy for you to find articles of interest. You can
automatically receive the full research paper list by e-mail every month by joining IBI. If you have not already
done so, joining is an easy way to up your biochar game.

 Who’s your Paddy?:
García-Jaramillo, M, KM Trippe, … R Helmus - Science of The Total. “An Examination of the Role of Biochar
and Biochar Water-Extractable Substances on the Sorption of Ionizable Herbicides in Rice Paddy Soils.”
Elsevier. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969719356773
From the Abstract: “The adsorption of [azimsulfuron (AZ)] to biochar was much stronger than that to
the soils, and it was adsorbed to a much larger extent to BC than to [washed biochar (BCW)]. ...The
adsorption of AZ increased when the younger soil (P100) was amended with BC and decreased when
it was amended with BCW. In P700, [700-year paddy soil] which has lower dissolved organic carbon
(DOC) content than P100, the adsorption of AZ increased regardless of whether biochar was raw or
washed.”

 Forget not all its benefits:
Lehmann, Johannes. Biochar beyond Carbon Sequestration: Life-Cycle Emission Reductions, Nutrient
Recycling and Food Security. https://dc.engconfintl.org/biochar_ii
From the Abstract: “In comparison to other major carbon dioxide removal approaches such as crop
management or restoration of wetlands, biochar systems may generate greater emission reductions at
equivalent carbon dioxide removal. ... it does typically not constitute an on-site competition for organic
matter as observed with crop management and increasing carbon in soil with biochar may therefore
not constitute a trade-off with food production.”

 It’s good to go now:
Krueger, BC et al. “Resource Recovery and Biochar Characteristics from Full-Scale Faecal Sludge
Treatment and Co-Treatment with Agricultural Waste.” Elsevier.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0043135419310279
From the Abstract: “High concentrations of calcium and magnesium led to a liming potential of up to
20.1% calcium carbonate equivalents, indicating suitability for use on acidic soils. ... heavy metal
mobility was considerably reduced, especially for Cu and Zn, by 51.2–65.2% and 48.6–59.6%
respectively.”

 Rubber trees bounce back:
Kumar, A, S Joseph, et al. “Mechanistic Evaluation of Biochar Potential for Plant Growth Promotion and
Alleviation of Chromium-Induced Phytotoxicity in Ficus Elastica.” Elsevier.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S004565351932572X
From the Abstract: “Biochar added to soil enhanced Ficus growth, biomass and physiology. Biochar
suppressed Cr phytotoxicity by reducing Cr(VI) to Cr(III). Biochar was sink for Cr(III) via formation of
organomineral complexes.”

 Make it a Spud Light:
Nzediegwu, C et al. “Biochar Applied to Soil under Wastewater Irrigation Remained Environmentally
Viable for the Second Season of Potato Cultivation.” Elsevier.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301479719315403
From the Abstract: “After the second season of being in the soil, biochar significantly reduced
(p < 0.05) the concentrations of Cd, Cu, Cr, Pb and Zn in the edible flesh ...”

www.biochar-international.org info@biochar-international.org
Follow us on Twitter

& Like us on Facebook

Work with IBI!
IBI offers the following options for collaboration with scientific projects. Select the package best for
your organization and complete the accompanying payment form.

□

Silver Package 1
a) IBI is posting a project description on its website with contact details, links, photos; the website
can be updated once per year.
b) IBI is sending out a project update in the monthly newsletter twice per year of the project
c) Publications published by the project are guaranteed to be listed in the monthly IBI publications
update.
d) In-depth discussion of one publication per year by a member of the IBI Scientific Committee, sent
out in the monthly IBI publication update and posted on the project site of IBI.

Costs: $1,000 per project year, payable at the beginning of the project year

□

Gold Package 2
a) Includes all services of Package 1.
b) Webinar on project plans, progress or outcomes with a topic appropriate for IBI audience (onehour webinar with about 50-100 participants worldwide), moderated by IBI, advertised globally,
with Q&A session). Webinar is archived on the IBI website and can be seen by IBI members (add
$1,000 for open access).

Costs: $4,000 per project year, payable at the beginning of the project year

□

Platinum Package 3
a) Includes all services of Packages 1 and 2.
b) IBI excursion to your project at a time when it is attractive to a diverse audience ranging from
scientists to industry representatives and policy makers, typically 40 attendees, who will pay for
their own travel and a registration fee (see https://biochar-international.org/event/ibi-biocharstudy-tour-finland/ for an example of previous excursions).

Costs: $15,000 per project year, payable at the beginning of the project year
Packages can vary for each project year (i.e., a project may opt for Package 1 in year 1 and 2 of their
project and for Package 2 in year 3). Please inquire for additional options and combination of services not
mentioned above.
IBI will provide a letter of commitment that can be included in your proposal to a donor. If the proposal is
approved and funded, IBI can work with purchase orders or contracts, as is easiest for the project.

International Biochar Initiative
IBI COLLABORATION WITH SCIENTIFIC PROJECTS
PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR NAME AND CURRENT BILLING ADDRESS:

Collaboration Options (Prices in U.S. Dollars)

□ Platinum: $15,000
□ Gold: $4,000
□ Optional open webinar access (+$1,000)
□ Silver: $1,000
Total amount enclosed: $________

□ check in U.S. dollars □ cash in U.S. dollars □ MC/Visa number:__________________________________
Exp. Date: __________ 3-Digit Security Code: __________

Name on Card: _____________________________

Email receipt to: __________________________________ / Phone #: __________________________________

Please enclose check or cash or provide credit card information, and send to the IBI Office:
by email (bschorr@ttcorp.com), fax (1-202-223-5537), or U.S. mail
(1211 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 650, Washington, DC 20036, USA).

Thank you for your support!

